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Abstract
Until the era of the information society, information security was a concern mainly for organizations whose line of business
demanded a high degree of security. However, the growing use of information tedmology is affecting the status of information
security so that it is gradually becoming an area that plays an important role in our everyday lives. As a result, information security
issues should now be regarded on a par with other security issues. Using this asseliion as the point of departure, dfis paper outlines
the dimensions of information security awareness, namely its organizational, gene~ public, socio-political, computer ethical and
institutional education dimensions, along with the categories (or target groups) within each dimension.
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
The relevance of information security awareness iswidely agreed upon among
information security researchers (e.g. McLean, 1992; Spurling, 1995;
Thompson & yon Solms, 1997; 1998; Spurling, 1995; Straub & Welke,
1998). The concept of information security awareness is taken in the literature to mean that users should he made aware ofsecuriry objectives (and
further committed to them). Although information security awareness is commonly recognized, there are only a fewsden~icstudies that consider it in any
depth; see Siponen (2000) for more on these. Pethaps this situation can be
traced back to the non-technical nature of security awareness and related areas.
The concept of awareness may have been not considered in greater depth
because it ~:allsoutside the scope of the traditional engineering and "hard"
computer sciences (cf..(Dunlop & Kling, 1993; Ehn, 1989).
Even though researdlers interested in information security have recognized the
significance of the awareness factor at the organizational level (organizational
dimensions in the terminologyofthis paper), it is cutious that the/have failed
to see its other dimensions. The information society has a powerful need to
extend this organizational viewpoint, howevel. This paper is based on a belief
that the concept of information security awareness, in addition to the olganizational viewpoint, should also constitute an integral part of the general
knowledge of citizens in the information society In other words, anyone who
regards information in any form as an important asset (e.g. starting from
information that is regarded as private) should be aware of the possible threats
related to it.
Particularly due to the Intemet, the concern of widening the scope of security
awareness is not made up out of the whole cloth. The Intemet is curlently
largely a lawlesszone, a playground for a wide variety of undesirable activities,
a paradise for all sorts of criminals from drug dealers to terrorists and child
abusers (Quirchmayr, 1997). Even some terrorist groups finance their activities through extortion and blackmail (Strassman, 1997; Warren, 1998)-all
these with the help of the Internet.
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Furthermore, the undesirable activities seem to be on the increase, at least
partly because the current technological tendencies Favourmisusers: costs are at
a minimum, the necessary technology is available, the number of potential
targets is increasing and the relevant know-how is easily transferable. As the
general public commonly browses the Internet for different kinds ofselvices
(e.g. shopping), a host of security issues have surfaced along with ethical
problems (e.g. the use of cookies has raised informational privacy concerns).
Some companies deem the current situation insecure and refrain from doing
business on the lntemet (Quirchmayr, 1997), while other olganizations follow
the n'end of electronic commerce with or withottt knowledge of the possible
risks involved. On the other hand, the lack of control and global Interact laws
encourages lessscrupulous companies and a wide variety of criminals/abusers
to practice their business on the net. According to Strassman (i 997), we also
have to deal with organized govemmenrA penen~ation (including pel~onal data
destruction and gathering). Moreover; information security issues are no less
significant in terms of risks than other aspects of normal/physical security,
because of the role of information: A loss of information may imply other
kinds of losses, from the loss of money and "loss of" informational privacy
even to loss of life (consider; fbr example, a hospital environment where all
patient records are kept in electronic form). As we have seen, the Intemet
seems to make"the fundamental dilemma of computer securi(' even mole
acute. This dilemma arises from the fact that security-unaware users have a
need for security but no expertise in such matters (Gollman, 1999 p. 9-10).
Finall)~ for different reasons, alot of people see issues and aspects connected
with information technology (IT) through lose-colouredspectacles,often blindly
ignoring potential complications. For example, it seems that many companies,
individuals and educational institutions think that it is important to increase
technical IT skills, to use IT for ahnost every conceivable purpose and to
advance the computerization of society in general. And often the main limits
they see for such development are financial restrictions or lack of technical
knowledge (which should therefore be increased)! Moreovei; catch phraases
such as"information revolution" or the names of particular programs (such as
WordPeffect) have strong positive metaphorical associations, redolent of paradise (Dunlop & Kling, 1992). In addition, IT is already embedded in our

everydaylivesto the extent that we often fail to notice it (let alone realize the
encapsulated security flaws).All these factors pave the way for misusers. As a
result, even occasional net surfers should be aware of basic security issues.
Organizational informational securityawarenessis not sufficientto satisfythe
concerns of security-additional dimensions are needed and a proposal is outlined in this paper.
The main contribution and objective of this paper is to outline the varions
dimensions of information securityawarenessand to explorecertain key issues
around these dimensions. Additionall F the categories (or target groups) in
each dimension are distinguished. In other words, the scope of this paper is
limited to setting up information security dimensions in terms of form and
target groups by proposing a framework for awarenessperspectivesin order to
raise certain issuesand produce practical examples in the hope of inspiring
further researchand practicalactivitiesatound the topic. Concepttualanalysis,
in the terms ofJ~irvinen (1997), is used as the research approach. In order to
justifythe dimensions and categoriesproposed in this paper in the light of this
conceptual analysis, a number of practical examples will be provided. The
objective of this paper is not to put forward a state of the art collection of
securityflaws,however,but rather to use the examplesto providea justification
for each dimension. Other equally impoitant issues,such as the content of
security issues in each dimension (e.g. a list of particular actions that one
should take or should not take), falloutside the scope of the present papel: An
early version of this paper was presented in International Conference on
Information Secm'ity(IFIP/Sec'98).
This paper is dMded into four sections as follows.At the beginning of the
second section the proposed information securitydimensionsare outlined and
each dimension of information securityawarenessis considered. The discussion on the 'organizational dimension' mainly summarises brieflywhat has
been contributed already in the field. In the third section, selectedimplementation issuesare considered. Finally,the summary section highlights the key
issuesof the papel:

2. D I M E N S I O N S OF I N F O R M A T I O N SECURITY
AWARENESS
As mentioned earlier, the dimensions of security awareness are based on the
bdiefthat awareness is an issue that everyone using any form of IT services,
either directly or indirec@ particularly in an Internet environment, should
bear in mind. It is possiblethat a wider knowledge of these awarenessdimensions may have negativeconsequencesifit is used to commit abuses(this may
be true of all kinds of knowledge, of course), and this may be one reason why
information is not shared equallyamong the parties mentioned bdow. In an
attempt to formalize an essentiallyinformal issuewith various aspectsinto an
understandable pattern, the dimensions of awareness may be classifiedas
follows:
Becauseof the informal nature of information securityawareness, there may
not be any exact and dear borders between these dimensions. Within the
organizational dimension, for instance, we have to take into account issues
that bdong to the general public dimension.
Two very differentcharacteristicsofinformafion securityawarenesshave to be
considered. The first relatesto the divisionbetween descriptiveand prescripfive,as modified and simplifiedfrom the theory of universal prescriptivism by
R.M. Hare (1952). The term prescriptive denotes here (only) intrinsic, action-guiding commitment to the objectivesof awareness (e.g. securig guidelines), while descriptive,albeit including some levelof knowledgeof information security;may not indude such an action-guiding commitment to objectives. I&all~ the objectiveof the organizational dimension of informational
securityawareness,at leastftom the organizational point of view, is to achieve
the stage ofprescfiptiveness,i.e. that usersshould be intrinsicallycommitted
to tile securityobjectivesof the organization (Siponen, 2000). Odmr dimensions of information security awareness are classifiedas descriptive, as commitment to certain security norms may not be necessaW (seetim Discussion
secfiou).
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As a second characteristic, it seems to be that security awareness may be
difficult to internalize properly in the sense that it may often be regarded in
the same way as a matter of health; nothing is done as long as nothing goes
wrong. And when things do go wrong, people are suddenlyvety keen on the
issue. The problem is that when something undesirable happens, it often
reqtfires a huge effort to recover from the situation, if recovery is possible at
all any longer.
2.1 The organizational dimension
There seemsto be common agreement that securityawareness(likeeducation)
plays a significant role in the overall security level of any organisation (e.g.
Ceraolo, 1996; Thompson & yon Sdms, 1997; 1998; Spurling, 1995; SSECMM, 1999a; 1999b; Straub & Wdke, 1998).Without an adequate levelof
awareness,many securitytechniquesare liableto be misusedor misintet'pteted
by their users, the possibleresult being that even an adequate securitymedhanism may become inadequate. Severalapproaches to increasinguser commitment to organizationalsecuritygtfiddineshavebeen presented (Mclean, 1992;
Thompson & yon Solms, 1997; 1998; Spuding, 1995; Siponen, 2000). But
most of these fail to pay enough attention to behavioural theories, and the
empirical studiesbased on behavioural theoriesare especiallyurgently needed
(Siponen, 2000). Moreover,measu~'ementsof the adequacy of awarenessapproaches (e.g.whether the motivation of end-users towards securitymissions
or end-user guidelineshas increased)are far and few between and this is stillan
open isstre.
The categoriesof the organizational dimension of awareness discussed here
referto differenttarget groups for securityawarenessat an organizational level.
Examplesof these categoriesmay indude the following:top management, IT/
IS management, information securitystaff,computing/IS professionals,endusers of various kinds (e.g., casual end-users, parametric end-users, sophisticated end-users and stand-alone users) and thid parties.
From the olganizational point of view,the fivetarget groups mentioned above
(referred to as categories within this dimension) need different kinds of
information on security:
With respectto the top management category,awarenessis most closelyrelated
to the gap between top management and information securittyconcerns. In
this respect, the main objectivesof awareness areA) getting the commitment
of the top management (Perry, 1985; Parker, 1998); B) reaching an exact
tmdei~tandlng and consensuswithin the top management as to what components of the organization require protection (along with the nature of that
protection). With regard to the latter, it is essential that security resourcesare
not used in an irtelevant way owing to a misunderstanding of the mission
strategyand businessenvironment of the olganizarion in question, for example.
The other possiblecategoriesstarting from IT/IS management and going on to
normal end-users are largelyabout sealing the gap between information security and the various target groups of the awarenessprogramme (such as those
mentioned). Necessaryinformation concerning information security issues
must be shared, and this information must be darifid to all the target groups
to enable them to reach a state of commitment (the ideal state from an
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information security point of view).
Finally;the third partycategotyofthe organizational dimension of awareness
consistsof factors by which the company ensures that third parties are aware
of the reqtfiredinformation securitylevel.
2.2 The general public dimension
The general public dimension can be divided into two target groups: IT/
computer/IS professionalsand other end-users. The professionalskillsof IT/
computer professionalsshould include certain knowledge telated to securitg¢.
Consequendy, professionalqualificationsshould be established that harmonize and develop these skillsalongside others. Furthermore, the professional
associationsshould co*operatewith educational institutions to manage this
procedure and to determine the content of the relevantknowledge and skills.
The main objective in terms of the other target group of the general public
dimension is to increasepubficawaren~ oftelevant securityissues.The main
idea of this dimension is based on the argument that there ale some central
information security isstiesthat every citizen using IT should be aware of.
These issuesare no lessrelevantthan"normal" securityissuesI , which are often
regaded as a part of general knowledge these days. This knowledge should
now indu& information securityissuesas well.Although the Internet is one
of the main causes behind this concern, there are ma W other information
securitythreats not related to it, such as cash and smart cards (as used byaTM
machines, mobile phones, etc) (seeAnderson, 1993; Anderson & Kuhn,
1996; Gollman, 1996). As far as the lnternet is concerned, there are possible
dangers for occasional net surfers. To give an example 2 of such a threat,
consider a form of impersonation (in the WWW-environmen0 in which
someone pretends to representa bank or store, {brexample, in order to obtain
money or critical information. Maliciousimpersonation can also include fi'ee
upgrades,cyberfi'iends, or customer support (Strassman, 1997). The use of
cookieshas alsoraisedconcerto regarding informational privacy(e.g. Rubin &
Geer, 1998) and debates on whether cookiesare morally acceptable (e.g. Lin
& Loui, 1998).The collectionof"user infolmatioff' (e.g.log information) by
electronic mare (e.g. to provide customised selvices)has also raisedconcerns
over informational privacy (e.g. Clarke, 1999), and the Jawt problems (see
Dean etal., 1996) and bugs related to web browsersale questions which also
concern home end-users. Moving from theseexamplesto a hypothetical one,
we must first remember that the Internet is a complex and rather disordered
sourceofhfformation. As a consequence,so.calledWWWagents/robots have
been developed to solve the problem of searching for specific information
amid this immense collection ofdara. However, when an agent filters all the
information that a person accesses,there is a risk that the person'sview of the
ropic will narrow. This may be a threat, since it could be assumed that only a
small ntunber of people understand agent technologyand possessthe relevant
technical knowledge, with the result that they are the only ones capable of
studying agent activitiesin a critical, objectiveway.This offhrsthe designers
of such agents an opportunity to manipulate people's minds by producing
agent technology that filters away information that is not in accordancewith
a certain ideolog)~Additionally, in shopping via electronic markets, such
agents, programmed to behave maficiously,could disdose financial information such as credit card status to unauthorized parties.

There are many other common practices that, if not carried out carefully,
could constituteasectlritythreat4 . Perhaps the most common ones indude the
failure to observe adequate password procedures etc. (e.g. Gong eta/,, 1993)
and careless use of the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) or Application
Programmer interface (Garflnkel & Spafford, 1997). These practices, if neglected or undertaken carelessl$ offer an easy way for misusers and criminals to
violate the system and the users' (account holders) informational privacy and
assets.
The lnternet is also home to various forms of organized crime (induding dragrelated crimes, crimes against mirrors, technology transfer; product privacy)
and local crime with a global impact (such as economic crimes, violations of
human rights, transitional gang activities) (Quirchmayr, 1997). Social engineering methods ate also wi&ly employed, and they tend to be very effective
(e.g. Dowd & McHenry, 1998), not just owing to the frailties of human
nature, but also due to an inadequate levelof information security awarenesspeople are not aware of such dangers. In addition to the possible problem areas
briefly discussed here, Intemet users, (organizations and individuals alike)
should also cousi&r carefully what information they put on their lmmepage,
plan file (which is accessible via a finger command), voice mail, e-mail, speak
mail, etc. Ma W people may not yet be aware of the insecurity of the Intemet
per se (as the TCP/IP protocol family is insecure without die use of additional
cryptographic techniques, see Atkins etal. (1997); Bishop etal. (1997); AISalqan (1997); Gollman (1999) and may send "classified" information by it
(e.g. credit cam numbers).
2.3 The socio-political dimension
The socio-political dimension involves increasing people's information security awareness with respect to the sodo-political nature of IT. This dimension
includes the following categories (target groups): lawyers, public relations
people, politicians and the government, hi formation security awareness is an
important concern within the socio-political dimension and an important
factor in terms of the overall wdl-being ofsocie~ The examples already given
in the introduction and section 2.2 attempted to provide an indication of
this. In addition to these, many countries are developing electronic servicesfor
official communications and trading. Failures to see the importance of security issties rdated to such solutions may lind to serious complications in terms
of the well-being of the sodety in question.
Laws are another case in point. As we know, legislation is often said to be
lagging behind current technological &vdopment (e.g. Quirchmayl; 1997).
Nevertheless, in order to be successfill, it should reflect the moral view of
society in question. For that reason, politicians should be aware of information security issues in higMevel and ethical principles, because, at least in
democratic societies, they are directly or indirectly responsible for making
legislativedecisions. Hence-along with lawyers-they should understand information security issues at a higMevel. Unfortunately, legislative &cisions are
sometimes, if not always, dictated at present by economic or political perspectives (or even pressures), and politicians may fail to recognize the moral
conceptions undedying their decisions even though their objectives may be
good-e.g, to promote justice. If the moral perspective of IT is neglected, a
moral/legislative gap mayemelge, implying conceptualist laws (laws forwhich
the moral background has not been explored), which may be detrimental to

humanwell-bdng 5. Many juridical experts on IT legislation are convinced
that the Internetwill force the introduction of some form ofgloballegislation,
mid various pressure groups such as the EU and the UN are alrcadystarting to
push inl this direction (Quirchmayi; 1997). One weakness, howevei; may be
that too few people in these &des have an adequate knowledge of security
issues~, for many of these issues require thorough contemplation with the hdp
of ethical theories and facts (induding security issues).
Finally, public relations people are also key players in the security game,
because they are in a position to inform people of various information security
issues. Information security practitioners should ensure the co-operation of
this group in order to be able to influence the general public dimension
through them.
2.4 The computer ethical dimension
The objective of the computer ethical dimension is first of all to provide
relevant (e.g. technical) information for (computer) ethics scholars, and secondly to learn fi'om and make use of their condusiom. These sclmlars stud>
among other things, ethical dilemmas and problems, and there is a strong
demand to produce continuously updated issues (e.g. technical facts) that
covers the whole area of IT. Information security researchers are likely to be
helpful in providing information concerning security issues which computer
ethics sclmlars can use when studying its moral dimensions. Co-operation and
sharing ofinformatlon between information secnrity people and computer
ethics scholars have so fat"been ineffective, in spite of the fact that many such
issues offer possibilities for synergism (they might share some of the same
goals, for example). Computer ethics can perhaps be &fined as an approach
for finding the best solution to the problem of enabling harmonious human
life in the information te&nology domain. Although information security is
not edfics (nor vice-versa), information security (or security generally) may
have a certain special connection with the field of ethics. This does not nman
that security activities are more rightperse than a W other activities, whether
scientific or practical (and as a result we should analyse all activities equally
fi'om a moral point of view). Instead, this special connection means that
security activities, whether in terms of science or practice, are mainlystimulated by a concern to prevent certain activities that are interpreted as abuses.
Moreovm; &mands have been raised by computer ethics sclmlars to develop
(morespecific) professional norms (McFadand, 1990; Walsham, 1996), die
creation of which may benefit technical facts on information security-even
though not purelybased on these7
.

In addition, issues related to (computer) ethics are intimarelyconnected with
legislative issues: behind successfid legislation there is a moral dimension.
Without a moral consensus, laws tend to be ignored, regardless whether the
law is considered important-a lesson that the information age needs to learn
(Severson, 1997). As Kohibeg recognized, at'guments appealing purdy to
legislation (e.g. "because this is the law or rule"), am not sufficient?er se to
qualify peoples actions (Kohlberg, 1981). ~Fheretbre, a one possible lnission of
this dimension, from an information security point of view, should indu&
the provision ofpetxuasive arguments for legislation (presuming, of course,
that the legislation would stand up to doser moral scrutiny-and therefore
perhaps avoiding indoctrination). As a result, the computer ethical dimension
is important for information securitv¢. If people were to regard particular
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securitybreaches,misusesor abuses(e.g. distributionof viruses)as immoral,
theymight avoid them. Securitypeople (or thoseconcernedabout security)
would likelyto be benefidariesof a strengthening in moral thinking in the
areaofcomputing,

rdevant/irrdevant information for each target group. One problem in this
approach is decidingon the classificationschemeto be followed,and another
is that, due to the dynamic nature of IT, the exact scope of information is
difficultto pin down. One possiblesolutioncould be a multinationalorganizationofferingregularlymaintainedstandardsin that respect.

2.5 The institutional education dimension
Institutionaleducation refersto a society-drivenprocessofeducation that is
aimed at making individualsproper membersof society:In thiswas sodetyideally-willdevelopand renewitsculturein a desirableway (and hopefullyin
a way that is not basedon indoctrination).However,the amount oftedmical
educationprovidedwith respectto computersis increasing,and oganizations
am increasinglyusing computers and globalcomputer networkssuch as the
Intemet. Unfortunately, as a result of this (and without any information
securityawareness), the sheer nttrnber of people who constitute a potential
target for criminalsand misusersis increasing(selectedhigh-leveltechnical
examplesof such actMtiesweregiven in section2.2).
Consequentl~ certain relevant information security concerns should be
included in the educational programmes, which is seldom the case at
present. The Council of European Professional Informatics Societies
(CEPIS), for instance, has established the European computer driving
licence (ECD L), which is intended to serve as a multinational standard
testifying to a certain competence. Alas, the CEPIS seems to be concentrating only on technical skills,while ignoring the relevant social, ethical
and security aspects encapsulated in IT.
Moreover,the increasingnumber of home Internet usersand organizational
end-userswith littleknowledgemaycausedamagethrough carelessuse (virus
distribution and creation are cases in point). From the point of view of
educationalinstitutes,the former easeraisesthe need for providing relevant
computer edficaleducation. Educationalinstitutesplayan important role in
this, for in addition to imparting technicalknowledge,they alsoteachethics
and bring up ethicaltopicsfor discussion.To summarise,the missionwithin
this dimension is to share relevant information with various educational
institutes (rdbrred to as categorieswithin this dimension), bearing in mind
the fact that they havedifferenteducarionalneeds.

Effortsshould be made to avoidindoctrination. Securitymatters,since they
are fictual, may not entaila problem of indoctrination and thereforecan be
approa&ed through internationalstandards,for instance.Moral education
(e.g.concerningdie morallyrightuseof computing)and educationin legislation (e.g. issuessuch as what legislationshould cover and why one should
followit) are more vulnerableto indoctrination,and the useof multinational
organizations,eventhe UN, may not be a panaceain thesecases,for there is
a possibility that the decisions of such organizations could be driven by
politicalpressuresin a negativesense,perhapsignoringquestionsof rightand
wrong, It cannot be taken forgranted that all decisionsmade by the UN, for
example,are tuftybasedon concernforwhat ismorallyrightor wrong,Asthey
maybe (in some respects)biasedtowardsthe interestsof particularcountries
or people (which the UN represents). It issuggestedby R.M. Hare that, to
avoid indoctrination, "what has to bepassed on is not any specie moral
principle [nora listof acceptableor unacceptableacts], butan understanding
of what morality is and a readiness to think in a moral way and act
according~"(Hare, 1964). In other words, he seesthat die teacher'staskis the
same in moral questionsas in mathematics, for example: it is not to givethe
right answers but to help the students to learn the means to perform the
decisionsor calculationsforthemsdves(Hare, 1975) and to givethem an eager
desireto find the answers(Hare, 1976). Hare (1964) maintainsthat since it
may be difficultto starteducationwith abstractconcepts (or meta-analysis),
we need to use concrete examples,and the principles that we hold in best
regard should be used for that purpose. In that caseindoctrination can be
avoidedifwe are readyto acceptthat students havethe samelibeW to choose
their principles.
Furthermore, each target group should have its own specificgoals,which
should be basedon carefulconsideration of the most relevantissuesthat it
needs to know.This is something that can be left for future research,
4. CONCLUSIONS

3. DISCUSSION
It isarguedabovethat the organizationaldimensionof informationsecurity
has prescriptivenessas its goal, as mentioned at the beginning of the second
section. The other dimensions are regarded as descriptive,mainly for two
reasons. First, the stageofprescriptivenessmay be difficultto put into practice in the case of the other dimensions (this may even be so within the
organizationaldimension),and secondlypiescripriveness(or commitment)as
an objectivemay raisean ethicalconcern, namely the danger of indoctrination.
This paperstarted offwith the problem ofwhat informationshould be given
to the differenttargetgroups, because,as shown earliei;this information can
be used to commit computer crimes or other kinds of malpractice. The
conclusion was that target groups should receiveonly information that is
relevantto their needs.As a result,there should be a classificationof what is
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The continuallyincreasinguseof IT and computerizationstressesthe importance ofinformarion security and particularlyindividualawarenessof this.
Thus other dimensions ale needed in addition to organizational ones.To
address this need, awarenesscan be divided into fivedimensions; namely,
organizational,generalpublic, sodo-political,computer ethicaland institutionaleducation.The geneM publicdimension is neededto informordinary
computer usersabout the risksrelatedto use of the Intemet, for example.As
for the lastdimension,educarionalinstitutionsshould developeducation in
computer ethicsin parallelwith tecMicaleducation,in addition to discussing
issuesrelatedto itfformationsecurityawareness.Within each dimension the
differenttargetgroups need differentkinds of information. Relevantissues
and goalsshould be considered,partlyfor securityLeasonsand ethicalreasons,
and partlyin order to maximizeresources.Organizationssuch asprofessional
bodies and education institutesshould take the reinsin order to keep such a
processon the right track.
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Notes:
Normal security refers to such security concerns as not using electrical
appliances while taldng a showm; etc.
: There are countless appropriate real life examples, but they fall outside the
scope of this paper.
•~Ironically, it seems that"chat sites" and other public communication sites
on the net sometimes even foster personal trust and intimacy (Dunlop &
Kling, 1993).
Of course, there are many other insecure practices as well, but as
mentioned before, listing such flaws is not within the scope of this papel;
5 Becatlse people use their moral jndgement in daeir decision maldng and are
therefore more likely to base their lives on valnes than on unreasonable rules
(e.g. Hare, 1981; Kohlbeg, 1981) these am referred to hem as conceptual|st

laws.
6 Not to mention the fact that they would be capable of weighing up the
moral reasons undermining legislation (that have some rdevance to wdlb&g, considering the legislation/moral gap that complicates conceptual|st

laws).
- We believe daat right and wrong (what one"ought" to do) cannot be
deduced fi'om facts (what "is"). Consider Hume's law"no ought fi'om is" in
this regard.
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